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Top news from the EGI Community

EGI Open Call

EGI launches a new call for use cases! 

EGI o�ers individual researchers, national and international research projects, and

communities access to infrastructure and platform services, dedicated user support

and training. 

The cut-o� date is every two months; the next deadline is 15 October 2023.

Apply today
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20 years with EGI: interview with

Maarten Litmaath

We had a conversation with Maarten

Litmaath, co-chair of WLCG Operations

Coordination, who provided us with

valuable perspectives on the evolution of

the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid.

iMagine call for use cases

Mark your calendar for the upcoming

deadline of September 30th! This is a

valuable opportunity for aquatic

scientists interested in harnessing AI-

based image processing applications and

expanding their usage on extensive cloud

infrastructures.

Join the EGI working group on

Trusted Research Environment

EGI launches a new working group

pioneering Trusted Research

Environment (TRE), to foster innovation

with integrity. Spread the word and apply

by 8 September.

FloodAdapt, a use case from

interTwin

Discover FloodAdapt, an innovative digital

twin designed for comprehensive �ood

impact modelling across every corner of

the globe. This solution is made possible

through the support of the interTwin

project.

Opportunities

Supporting Science
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EGI and Latitudo 40 forge

partnership

EGI has entered into a Service Level

Agreement with Latitudo 40, introducing

cutting-edge Cloud Compute and Check-

in services to the arrangement. This

partnership originated from the

EUHubs4Data project.

EOSC DIH Webinar: Thriving

Teams

Teams are vital to businesses, and strong

teams foster business growth. Attend this

webinar to discover your role as a leader

in providing vision, forming the right

team, and cultivating a motivating

environment for optimal performance.

EOSC Symposium

20-22/09/2023 in Madrid

The EOSC Symposium takes place in

Madrid this year. You will �nd EGI

representatives in many sessions and at

booth #5.

IBERGRID2023

25-29/09/2023 in Benasque

Registration is open until September 8,

2023. Stay tuned to know about EGI's

presence at IBERGRID!
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Events
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Open Science Fair

25-27/09/2023 in Madrid

Registration until 11 September for the

fourth edition of the Open Science Fair. 

EuropeanaTech

10-12/10/2023 in Den Haag

Tickets are now available for this

year's EuropeanaTech conference,

"Explore, Engage, and Experience".

DIRAC & RUCIO workshop

16-20/10/2023 in Tokyo

An intense four-day training on DIRAC

and RUCIO devoted to information

exchange between the DIRAC and the

Rucio developers, service administrators

and users.

WOOC 2023

26-27/10/2023 in Bologna

Registration is open for this year's Open

Citations and Open Scholarly Metadata

workshop, around the theme "The value

of open scholarly metadata for research

assessment purposes."

EGI Foundation

Science Park 140, Amsterdam

Netherlands
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